Scientific Background
Discoveries of Mechanisms for Autophagy
The 2016 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine is
awarded to Yoshinori Ohsumi for his discoveries of
mechanisms for autophagy. Macroautophagy
(“self-eating”, hereafter referred to as autophagy) is
an evolutionarily conserved process whereby the
eukaryotic cell can recycle part of its own content
by sequestering a portion of the cytoplasm in a
double-membrane vesicle that is delivered to the
lysosome for digestion. Unlike other cellular
degradation machineries, autophagy removes
long-lived
proteins,
large
macro-molecular
complexes and organelles that have become
obsolete or damaged. Autophagy mediates the
digestion and recycling of non-essential parts of the
cell during starvation and participates in a variety
of physiological processes where cellular
components must be removed to leave space for
new ones. In addition, autophagy is a key cellular
process
capable
of
clearing
invading
microorganisms and toxic protein aggregates, and
therefore plays an important role during infection,
in ageing and in the pathogenesis of many human
diseases. Although autophagy was recognized
already in the 1960’s, the mechanism and
physiological
relevance
remained
poorly
understood for decades. The work of Yoshinori
Ohsumi
dramatically
transformed
the
understanding of this vital cellular process. In 1993,
Ohsumi published his seminal discovery of 15
genes of key importance for autophagy in budding
yeast. In a series of elegant subsequent studies, he
cloned several of these genes in yeast and
mammalian cells and elucidated the function of the
encoded proteins. Based on Yoshinori Ohsumi’s
seminal discoveries, the importance of autophagy
in human physiology and disease is now
appreciated.
The mystery of autophagy
In the early 1950’s, Christian de Duve was
interested in the action of insulin and studied the
intracellular localization of glucose-6-phosphatase
using cell fractionation methods developed by
Albert Claude. In a control experiment, he also
followed the distribution of acid phosphatase, but
failed to detect any enzymatic activity in freshly
isolated liver fractions. Remarkably, the enzymatic
activity reappeared if the fractions were stored for
five days in a refrigerator1. It soon became clear
that proteolytic enzymes were sequestered within

a previously unknown membrane structure that de
Duve named the lysosome1,2. Comparative
electron microscopy of purified lysosome-rich liver
fractions and sectioned liver identified the
lysosome as a distinct cellular organelle3. Christian
de Duve and Albert Claude, together with George
Palade, were awarded the 1974 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for their discoveries
concerning
the
structure
and
functional
organization of the cell.
Soon after the discovery of the lysosome,
researchers found that portions of the cytoplasm
are sequestered into membranous structures
during normal kidney development in the mouse4.
Similar structures containing a small amount of
cytoplasm and mitochondria were observed in the
proximal tubule cells of rat kidney during
hydronephrosis5. The vacuoles were found to colocalize
with
acid-phosphatase-containing
granules during the early stages of degeneration
and the structures were shown to increase as
degeneration progressed5. Membrane structures
containing degenerating cytoplasm were also
present in normal rat liver cells and their
abundance increased dramatically following
glucagon perfusion6 or exposure to toxic agents7.
Recognizing that the structures had the capacity to
digest parts of the intracellular content, Christian de
Duve coined the term autophagy in 1963, and
extensively discussed this concept in a review
article published a few years later8. At that time, a
compelling case for the existence of autophagy in
mammalian cells was made based on results from
electron microscopy studies8. Autophagy was
known to occur at a low basal level, and to increase
during differentiation and remodeling in a variety of
tissues, including brain, intestine, kidney, lung,
liver, prostate, skin and thyroid gland4,7-13. It was
speculated that autophagy might be a mechanism
for coping with metabolic stress in response to
starvation6 and that it might have roles in the
pathogenesis of disease5. Furthermore, autophagy
was shown to occur in a wide range of single cell
eukaryotes and metazoa, e.g. amoeba, Euglena
gracilis, Tetrahymena, insects and frogs8,14,
pointing to a function conserved throughout
evolution.

During the following decades, advances in the field
were limited. Nutrients and hormones were
reported to influence autophagy; amino acid
deprivation induced15, and insulin-stimulation
suppressed16 autophagy in mammalian tissues. A
small molecule, 3-methyladenine, was shown to
inhibit autophagy17. One study using a combination
of cell fractionation, autoradiography and electron
microscopy provided evidence that the early stage
of autophagy included the formation of a doublemembrane structure, the phagophore, that
extended around a portion of the cytoplasm and
closed into a vesicle lacking hydrolytic enzymes,
the autophagosome18 (Figure 1).

first question he addressed was whether
autophagy exists in this unicellular organism. The
yeast vacuole is the functional equivalent of the
mammalian lysosome. Ohsumi reasoned that, if
autophagy existed in yeast, inhibition of vacuolar
enzymes would result in the accumulation of
engulfed cytoplasmic components in the vacuole.
To test this hypothesis, he developed yeast strains
that lacked the vacuolar proteases proteinase A,
proteinase B and carboxy-peptidase19. He found
that autophagic bodies accumulated in the vacuole
when the engineered yeast were grown in nutrientdeprived medium19, producing an abnormal
vacuole that was visible under a light microscope.
He had now identified a unique phenotype that
could be used to discover genes that control the
induction of autophagy. By inducing random
mutations in yeast cells lacking vacuolar proteases,
Ohsumi identified the first mutant that could not
accumulate autophagic bodies in the vacuole20; he
named this gene autophagy 1 (APG1). He then
found that the APG1 mutant lost viability much
quicker than wild-type yeast cells in nitrogendeprived medium. As a second screen he used this
more convenient phenotype and additional
characterization to identify 75 recessive mutants
that could be categorized into different
complementation groups. In an article published in
FEBS Letters in 1993, Ohsumi reported his
discovery of as many as 15 genes that are
essential for the activation of autophagy in
eukaryotic cells20. He named the genes APG1-15.
As new autophagy genes were identified in yeast
and other species, a unified system of gene
nomenclature using the ATG abbreviation was
adopted21. This nomenclature will be used
henceforth in the text.

Despite many indications that autophagy could be
an important cellular process, its mechanism and
regulation were not understood. Only a handful of
laboratories were working on the problem, mainly
using correlative or descriptive approaches and
focusing on the late stages of autophagy, i.e. the
steps just before or after fusion with the lysosome.
We now know that the autophagosome is transient
and only exists for ~10-20 minutes before fusing
with the lysosome, making morphological and
biochemical studies very difficult.

Figure 1. Formation of the autophagosome. The
phagophore extends to form a double-membrane
autophagosome that engulfs cytoplasmic material. The
autophagosome fuses with the lysosome, where the
content is degraded.

During the following years, Ohsumi cloned several
ATG genes22-24 and characterized the function of
their protein products. Cloning of the ATG1 gene
revealed that it encodes a serine/threonine kinase,
demonstrating a role for protein phosphorylation in
autophagy24. Additional studies showed that Atg1
forms a complex with the product of the ATG13
gene, and that this interaction is regulated by the
target of rapamycin (TOR) kinase23,25. TOR is
active in cells grown under nutrient-rich conditions
and hyper-phosphorylates Atg13, which prevents
the formation of the Atg13:Atg1 complex.
Conversely, when TOR is inactivated by starvation,
dephosphorylated Atg13 binds Atg1 and
autophagy is activated25. Subsequently, the active
kinase was shown to be a pentameric complex26
that includes, in addition to Atg1 and Atg13, Atg17,
Atg29 and Atg31. The assembly of this complex is
a first step in a cascade of events needed for
formation of the autophagosome.

In the early 1990’s, almost 30 years after de Duve
coined the term autophagy, the process remained
a biological enigma. Molecular markers were not
available and components of the autophagy
machinery were elusive. Many fundamental
questions remained unanswered: How was the
autophagy process initiated? How was the
autophagosome formed? How important was
autophagy for cellular and organismal survival? Did
autophagy have any role in human disease?
Discovery of the autophagy machinery
In the early 1990’s Yoshinori Ohsumi, then an
Assistant Professor at Tokyo University, decided to
study autophagy using the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisae as a model system. The
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Figure 2. Regulation of autophagosome formation. Ohsumi studied the function of the proteins encoded by key
autophagy genes. He delineated how stress signals initiate autophagy and the mechanism by which protein complexes
promote distinct stages of autophagosome formation.

The formation of the autophagosome involves the
integral membrane protein Atg9, as well as a
phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) complex26
composed of vacuolar protein sorting-associated
protein 34 (Vps34), Vps15, Atg6, and Atg14. This
complex
generates
phosphatidylinositol-3
phosphate and additional Atg proteins are recruited
to the membrane of the phagophore. Extension of
the
phagophore
to
form
the
mature
autophagosome involves two ubiquitin-like protein
conjugation cascades (Figure 2).

phosphatidylethanolamine26,32. Lipidated Atg8 is a
key driver of autophagosome elongation and
fusion33,34. The two conjugation systems are highly
conserved between yeast and mammals. A
fluorescently tagged version of the mammalian
homologue of yeast Atg8, called light chain 3
(LC3), is extensively used as a marker of
autophagosome
formation
in
mammalian
systems35, 36.
Ohsumi and colleagues were the first to identify
mammalian homologues of the yeast ATG genes,
which allowed studies on the function of autophagy
in higher eukaryotes. Soon after, genetic studies
revealed that mice lacking the Atg5 gene are
apparently normal at birth, but die during the first
day of life due to inability to cope with the starvation
that precedes feeding37. Studies of knockout
mouse models lacking different components of the
autophagy machinery have confirmed the
importance of the process in a variety of
mammalian tissues26,38.

Studies on the localization of Atg8 showed that,
while the protein was evenly distributed throughout
the cytoplasm of growing yeast cells, in starved
cells, Atg8 formed large aggregates that colocalized with autophagosomes and autophagic
bodies27. Ohsumi made the surprising discovery
that the membrane localization of Atg8 is
dependent on two ubiquitin-like conjugation
systems that act sequentially to promote the
covalent binding of Atg8 to the membrane lipid
phosphatidylethanolamine. The two systems share
the same activating enzyme, Atg7. In the first
conjugation event, Atg12 is activated by forming a
thioester bond with a cysteine residue of Atg7, and
then transferred to the conjugating enzyme Atg10
that catalyzes its covalent binding to the Atg5
protein26,28,29. Further work showed that the
Atg12:Atg5 conjugate recruits Atg16 to form a trimolecular complex that plays an essential role in
autophagy by acting as the ligase of the second
ubiquitin-like conjugation system30. In this second
unique reaction, the C-terminal arginine of Atg8 is
removed by Atg4, and mature Atg8 is subsequently
activated by Atg7 for transfer to the Atg3
conjugating enzyme31. Finally, the two conjugation
systems converge as the Atg12:Atg5:Atg16 ligase
promotes
the
conjugation
of
Atg8
to

The pioneering studies by Ohsumi generated an
enormous interest in autophagy. The field has
become one of the most intensely studied areas of
biomedical research, with a remarkable increase in
the number of publications since the early 2000’s.
Different types of autophagy
Following the seminal discoveries of Ohsumi,
different subtypes of autophagy can now be
distinguished depending on the cargo that is
degraded. The most extensively studied form of
autophagy, macroautophagy, degrades large
portions of the cytoplasm and cellular organelles.
Non-selective autophagy occurs continuously, and
is efficiently induced in response to stress, e.g.
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starvation. In addition, the selective autophagy of
specific classes of substrates - protein aggregates,
cytoplasmic organelles or invading viruses and
bacteria - involves specific adaptors that recognize
the cargo and targets it to Atg8/LC3 on the
autophagosomal membrane39. Other forms of
autophagy include microautophagy40, which
involves the direct engulfment of cytoplasmic
material via inward folding of the lysosomal
membrane, and chaperone-mediated autophagy
(CMA). In CMA, proteins with specific recognition
signals are directly translocated into the lysosome
via binding to a chaperone complex41.

large portions of the cytoplasm. The rapid induction
of autophagy in response to different types of
stress underlies its cytoprotective function and the
capacity to counteract cell injury and many
diseases associated with ageing.
Because the deregulation of the autophagic flux is
directly or indirectly involved in a broad spectrum
of human diseases, autophagy is a particularly
interesting target for therapeutic intervention. An
important first insight into the role of autophagy in
disease came from the observation that Beclin-1,
the product of the BECN1 gene, is mutated in a
large proportion of human breast and ovarian
cancers. BECN1 is a homolog of yeast ATG6 that
regulates steps in the initiation of autophagy42. This
finding generated substantial interest in the role of
autophagy in cancer43.

Autophagy in health and disease
Insights provided by the molecular characterization
of autophagy have been instrumental in advancing
the understanding of this process and its
involvement in cell physiology and a variety of
pathological states (Figure 3). Autophagy was
initially recognized as a cellular response to stress,
but we now know that the system operates
continuously at basal levels. Unlike the ubiquitinproteasome system that preferentially degrades
short-lived proteins, autophagy removes long-lived
proteins and is the only process capable of
destroying
whole
organelles,
such
as
mitochondria, peroxisomes and the endoplasmic
reticulum. Thus, autophagy plays an essential role
in the maintenance of cellular homeostasis.
Moreover, autophagy participates in a variety of
physiological processes, such as cell differentiation
and embryogenesis that require the disposal of

Misfolded proteins tend to form insoluble
aggregates that are toxic to cells. To cope with this
problem the cell depends on autophagy44. In fly and
mouse models of neurodegenerative diseases, the
activation of autophagy by inhibition of TOR kinase
reduces the toxicity of protein aggregates45.
Moreover, loss of autophagy in the mouse brain by
the tissue-specific disruption of Atg5 and Atg7
causes neurodegeneration46,47. Several autosomal
recessive human diseases with impaired
autophagy
are
characterized
by
brain
malformations, developmental delay, intellectual
disability, epilepsy, movement disorders and
neurodegeneration48.

Figure 3. Autophagy in health and disease. Autophagy is linked to physiological processes including embryogenesis
and cell differentiation, adaptation to starvation and other types of stress, as well as pathological conditions including
neurodegenerative diseases, cancer and infections.
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The capacity of autophagy to eliminate invading
microorganisms,
a
phenomenon
called
xenophagy, underlies its key role in the activation
of immune responses and the control of infectious
diseases49,50. Viruses and intracellular bacteria
have developed sophisticated strategies to
circumvent this cellular defense. Additionally,
microorganisms can exploit autophagy to sustain
their own growth.
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Conclusion
The discovery of autophagy genes, and the
elucidation of the molecular machinery for
autophagy by Yoshinori Ohsumi have led to a new
paradigm in the understanding of how the cell
recycles its contents. Because of his pioneering
work, autophagy is recognized as a fundamental
process in cell physiology with major implications
for human health and disease.
Nils-Göran Larsson and Maria G. Masucci
Karolinska Institutet
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Glossary of Terms:
Lysosome:

an organelle in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells containing degradative enzymes
enclosed in a membrane.

Phagophore:

a vesicle that is formed during the initial phases of macroautophagy. The
phagophore is extended by the autophagy machinery to engulf cytoplasmic
components.

Autophagosome:

an organelle that encloses parts of the cytoplasm into a double membrane that
fuses to the lysosome where its content is degraded. The autophagosome is the
key structure in macroautophagy.

Selective autophagy: a type of macroautophagy that mediates the degradation of specific cytoplasmic
components. Different forms of selective autophagy are called mitophagy
(degrades mitochondria), ribophagy (degrades ribosomes), lipophagy (degrades
lipid droplets) xenophagy (degrades invading microorganisms) etc.
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